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The wonders of the human body by George Washington Carey
Darwinists insist on your body's “poor design.” By contrast, a
prediction of intelligent design for biology is that phenomena
should appear more.
The Wonders of the Human Body - Life, Hope & Truth
The human body performs incredibly complex functions on a
daily basis. This is evidence of a very intelligent Designer
and Creator.
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The human body performs incredibly complex functions on a
daily basis. This is evidence of a very intelligent Designer
and Creator.

Human body is wonder of wonders
Explorations this time examines the marvels and mysteries of
the human mind and body. From brain implants to artificial
intelligence, we.
The Wonders of the Human Body - Life, Hope & Truth
The human body reveals an amazing design; the human brain is
the most Yes, the body is a wonder machine, despite the
defects from genetic copying errors.
The wonders of the human body by George Washington Carey
You might think scientists would have charted every aspect of
their home turf by now, but they haven't: The human body still
harbors mysteries.
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First, the Heavens declare future manifestations. The cells,
while dormant, are like a flower yet in the bud. Varnish or
paints are used to preserve or save wood or paper or cloth
hence they become Saviors.
Ourbodiesarecomposedofamazinglycomplexorgansliketheeye,thekidneya
This can only happen with an input of intelligence. The
muscles are about in number; length of alimentary canal, 32
feet; amount of blood in average adult, 30 pounds, or
one-fifth the weight of the body; the heart is six inches in
length and four inches in diameter, and beats seventy times
per minute, times per hour,per day, 36, per year. Let man
stand upright and splendid, Let woman look up from the sod For
the days of our bondage are ended, And we are at one with God.
Butthisisnotsimple.Mind or mental cures, Christian or Divine
science, suggestive therapeutics or mag- netic healing, must
all operate according to Divine law Life Chemistryor not at
all. About George Washington Carey.
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